
For the first time, Genesis empowers clinical leaders to measure and assess performance and cost across all of 
their procedures, assets, patients, and clinicians—all while empowering clinical staff members to save valuable 
time. Through robust analytics and efficient clinical workflows at the point of care, Genesis provides an unrivaled 
perspective upon which thoughtful clinical governance strategies can be built.

Data to drive clinical insight and support 
continual quality improvement.

Genesis is unlike any  
other solution.

Compare Cost-Per-Case in Real Time
Rapidly compare time and material spend by procedure 
and surgeon across all sites and service lines.

Optimize Preference Cards 
Dynamically manage, create, and edit standardized 
preference cards on the fly anywhere in the hospital, and 
automatically flag unused items for review.

Improve Patient Safety
Stop the use of expired or recalled items and prevent 
never events with powerful real-time alerts.

Simplify Workflows
Automatically retrieve and link procedure, surgeon, 
and preference cards with a single scan. 

Free Clinicians to Work up to  
Their License
Allow clinicians to move away from basic, routine 
tasks and towards work commensurate with their 
valuable training and experience.

Ensure 100% Charge Capture
Prevent lost revenue and ensure all items are 
accurately captured and billed to the patient record.

Assess clinical performance.
Genesis provides decision-makers a complete view into 
how they are performing across sites and service lines. 
From calculating total cost of procedure to understanding 
utilization across operating rooms and assessing which 
implants are resulting in the greatest efficiency and 
effectiveness—Genesis makes it possible for you to 
answer essential clinical questions through high-quality 
data and decision support. 

Shape clinical standards.
Standardization across procedures, processes, and 
products can measurably improve care quality, cost-
effectiveness, and outcomes. By enabling robust 
benchmarking and comparative analytics, Genesis 
empowers clinical leaders to isolate the most successful 
care decisions and take decisive action to enact corporate 
standards that will raise the system-wide standard of care.

Proactively manage risk.
A critical aspect of clinical governance is proactive risk 
management and mitigation. By providing a real-time view 
of approaching expiries and active recalls throughout the 
hospital system, including the ability to segment data by 
patient and procedure, Genesis enables clinical leaders to 
dramatically reduce waste and protect their patients.

Enhance clinical governance,  
enhance clinical efficiency.

High-impact clinical governance strategies are rooted 
in evidence-based decisions. Through action-
oriented informatics, Genesis empowers clinical 
leaders to systematically assess clinical performance, 
shape corporate standards, and proactively manage 
their risk while enhancing clinical efficiency with 
automated workflows. Here’s how:
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Contextualize Everything
Robust data from across the Genesis solution are harmonized with 
data from your EHR and ERP to provide contextual insights on clinical 
performance, utilization, and cost.

Manage product recalls, 
implant expiries, and waste.
Generate powerful reports that provide at-a-
glance context for product recalls, expiries, 
and waste across the hospital system.

Reveal insights with real-
time cost-per-case.
Visualize the performance across all sites 
and for all procedures to quickly identify 
variance by surgeon or implant choice in 
order to better optimize care delivery.

Prevent never events 
from happening.
Powerful proximity alerts ensure 
clinicians avoid costly and potentially 
catastrophic never events.


